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Abstract 

Phenotyping algorithms are essential tools for conducting clinical research with observational data.            
Developing phenotypes in a high-throughput manner, however, remains difficult.1 We address this            
challenge by learning how to build concept sets for novel phenotype definitions--a task which often               
demands time-consuming manual curation by expert clinicians and informaticians. Our approach           
leverages the structure of existent phenotype definitions to inform construction of novel phenotype             
concept sets. We use eMERGE validated PheKB phenotypes as a source of existent phenotype concept               
sets, and analyze their structure in terms of concept pairs.3 Through our collaboration with the               
Phenotyping Working Group at Columbia’s Department of Biomedical Informatics2, we characterize           
concept pairs by their co-occurrence; their semantic, lexical, and embedding similarity; and a binary              
indicator encoding their presence or absence within any of our existent phenotype concept sets. We train                
various binary classifiers to predict if a given concept pair should appear within a phenotype concept set                 
given its features. We hypothesize that these models can be utilized to rapidly construct novel phenotype                
concept sets in a scalable manner. 

Methods 

We work with clinical concepts from OMOP CDM standard vocabularies as defined by the Observational               
Health Data Sciences and Informatics (OHDSI) Program. Concept pairs are characterized using patient             
data from Columbia University Irving Medical Center's Clinical Data Warehouse (CUIMC CDW)            
organized in the OMOP CDM format. 

We build our models with data for over unique concept pairs, each described by 21 features        .3 02 × 1 7          
belonging to one of four categories: lexical, semantic, co-occurrence, or co-occurrence-based           
embeddings4. We evaluate how well our models perform with respect to 1) random held-out concept pair                
prediction (random hold-out) and 2) prediction of concept pairs within fully held-out phenotype concept              
sets (phenotype-aware hold-out). 

For random hold-out, we construct a held-out test set by randomly sampling 10% of our positive concept                 
pairs as well as an equal number of negative concept pairs. The remaining 90% of positive pairs along                  
with an equal number of randomly sampled negative pairs are used as the training set. We repeat this                  
process ten times to generate ten random training and test sets. 

For phenotype-aware hold-out, we randomly select ten existent phenotype concept sets whose positive             
concept pairs contain approximately 10% of all positive pairs. We hold out all positive pairs contained in                 
these concept sets and randomly sample an equal number of negative pairs to create a test set. For the                   
training set, we use all remaining positive pairs along with a matching number of randomly sampled                
negative pairs. As with random hold-out, we repeat this process ten times to generate ten               
phenotype-aware held-out training and test sets. 

For each hold-out method, we train and test multiple binary classifiers and aggregate results over all our                 
test sets. To determine the feature-weightings that influenced the performance of the models, we re-ran L1                
logistic regression with 15 combinations of the 4 different groups of features, including every              



combination within each group (e.g. running permutations of semantic features, lexical features, etc) . 

Results for concept pair prediction 

      

Table 1: Pair prediction results. Values are means and standard deviations aggregated over ten test sets. “Random”                 
refers to random hold-out and “Phen. Aware” to phenotype-aware hold-out. AUROC: area under the receiver               
operating curve, AUPRC: area under the precision-recall curve, Max. F1: maximum F1 score, Prec.@50%:              
precision at k=50% of the positive test cases. 

Our models generally perform better in the random hold-out setting compared to the phenotype-aware              
hold-out setting. Note that in both settings ensemble methods (random forest, gradient boosting, and              
adaboost) perform best, though simpler models are often competitive. 

Results for the various subset models 
For L1-penalized logistic regression, the most positively predictive covariates were the “Lin measure             
coefficient” and “information coefficient”, with beta coefficients 7.290 and 8.868 respectively. An            
ancestor relationship between the concepts and same visit co-occurrence were the most negatively             
weighted features (-3.059). We found that the semantic similarity features contributed the most to our               
performance, with an AUROC of 0.94 and AUPRC of 0.74 on its own. This was followed by lexical                  
features, which on their own had an AUROC of 0.78 and AUPRC of 0.44. The concept co-occurrence and                  
concept embedding had low performance of AUROC 0.67. 
 
Discussion and Conclusions 
Our results suggest that our models are capable of predicting which concept pairs should belong to a 
phenotype concept set. In addition, the most informative features for positive concept pair prediction are 
semantic features derived from ontologic concept distance, with some additional information derived 
from lexical features. Our models also performed better with a random hold-out test set likely due to the 
presence of concept pairs which provide context for the pairs we aim to recover in our test set. In future 
work we will develop methods to propose candidate concept sets for novel phenotype definitions given 
concept pair predictions produced by our models. 
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